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“By the changes we made in our Direct Store Delivery processes, we have had an 
18-month return on investment. NCR Advanced Back Office allows for better pricing 
accuracy on the front end, resulting in a higher level of customer trust.”
– Joseph Price, Chief Financial Officer, Ramey’s Marketplace

The Customer 
Headquartered in Purvis, Mississippi, Ramey’s  
(www.rameysmarketplace.com) is an independent grocery 
store chain that operates 16 stores in Mississippi and 
Alabama. The stores have been family owned for 60 years 
and are currently owned by Herbert Ramey and his son 
Brad Ramey. Ramey’s mission is to provide high-quality 
products at a competitive price, with the highest levels  
of customer service.

The Challenge 
Brad Ramey, who owns 10 of the Ramey’s stores, felt that 
pricing inaccuracy was becoming a big issue; with each 
error at the front end customer trust was lost. Joe Price, 
chief financial officer of Ramey’s, stated, “We might send 
a price change batch three or four times before it would 
make it to the front end. We simply couldn’t depend on  
our system.”



Market: 
Independent, regional supermarket chain

Challenge: 
An unreliable back office system resulting in inaccurate 
pricing at the front end and diminishing customer trust

Solution: 
NCR Advanced Back Office

Results: 
Better pricing accuracy on the front end 
Improved customer trust and satisfaction
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Key HighlightsRamey’s had tried several back office systems and were not 
pleased with the results. According to Price, the biggest 
limitation was communication from the headquarters to 
the stores and from the store to the front end. To cope, 
Ramey’s had abandoned the use of all pricing systems and 
had written utilities to import pricing files directly into its 
software, NCR Advanced Checkout Solution  
(ACS) designed for independent retailers.

The Solution 
Ramey’s turned to its long-time technology partner, 
Springfield Business Systems (SBS) for advice.

Established in 1990, Springfield Business Systems believes 
each of its customers is unique in their business and 
procedures, and therefore, so are the problems they 
encounter and the overall solution that they need.

With its knowledge of the grocery industry, SBS brought 
an advanced level of understanding to Ramey’s challenges, 
and quickly identified areas for improved operations.

Previously, when Brad Ramey selected NCR ACS as the 
store’s point-of-sale (POS) software solution, he was 
impressed with NCR’s quality and reputation in the grocery 
industry. So when it came to choosing a back office 
system, it made perfect sense to go with NCR Advanced 
Back Office. Ramey’s felt NCR could provide an image 
of excellence for its customers, as well as investment 
protection for the current NCR ACS system.

The Result 
NCR Advanced Back Office provides seamless integration 
and communication to the front end through supporting 
POS flags and pricing methods of NCR ACS. With NCR 
Advanced Back Office, batches of price changes are not 
simply dropped off; there is an additional safeguard to 
make sure the batch is actually applied. In addition, NCR 
Advanced Back Office utilities such as “Host-to-Store 
compare” and “Store-to-POS compare” make it very easy 
to verify that an item file is in sync. NCR Advanced Back 
Office was also able to provide investment protection 
through the utilization of Ramey’s existing Symbol  
units for price verification and Direct Store Delivery.

Overall, NCR Advanced Back Office provides Ramey’s  
with improved communications, ease of use, Direct  
Store Delivery and reporting.


